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How to use these reflection pages

Some of you might find it difficult to answer these questions because you're thinking, "How am I
supposed to remember over a year?" Needless to say, this is why I journal, so I have a record I can
look back on. I will share my journal/tracking ideas in a later post. But even without a journal to look
back on, you can answer the questions I pose throughout this little workbook. But here's a thought:

If you examine your overall experience over these past few weeks (assuming there was no tragedy
you dealt with), you will have enough insight to answer them. We like to think we behave differently in
different circumstances, but truth is, we don't.. Our overall nature is very much "overall." 

I've often posted how I agree with this statement by Socrates" The unexamined life is not worth living."
It is also very Biblical. Calls to examine our relationship with God and others are scattered throughout
Scripture.

And remember, not everything needs to be changed or even tweaked. Sometimes, what is working is
working. But wouldn't you agree that most of the time, we can improve on the status quo? Only you
know what is working or not for you. But it never hurts to examine if what we are doing is really
bringing us the outcomes we want or just the ones we are settling for. And that will mean examining
what it is we want. 

As you begin 2023, you can come back and change these answers as you examine or possibly change
your goals. For example, my writing goals this year are extensive. I want to expand my Christmas
novella to a full-length novel, write another non-fiction book, possibly a Bible study, and a daily
devotional. That will mean all areas of my life need to be looked at. That's why forms like these can
prove helpful. They get us to think.

It is yours to use and share however you wish.



Ideas here

Spiritual health

What, if anything needs improving?   

What worked with my Bible study? What worked with my prayer tiime?

What needs to change?  

What, if anything, needs improving?  



Ideas here

physical health

What, if anything needs improving?   

HOw diid I do with overall health
routines, including exercise and diet

What needs to change?  

What, if anything, needs improving?  

HOw diid I do with my seleeping habits?  



Ideas

emotional health

What needs to change?  

What needs to change?  

What, if anything,  needs to change?  

How stable were my emotions? How was my anger level?

What, if anything,  needs to change?  



Ideas

 Mental health
What was my overall contentment

level most days? 
Was I at ease with myself most

days?

What needs to change?  

What, if anything, needs improving?   What, if anything, needs improving?   



Ideas

  Relationships
What worked with family realtionsihips?

What needs to change?  

What, if anything, needs improving?   What, if anything, needs improving?   

What worked with friendships? 



Ideas

 organization
how did my orgainzation or lack of

it affect my daiily life?
How did my organization or lack of it

affect all areas of my life?

What needs to change?  

What, if anything needs improving?   What, if anything needs improving?   


